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Introduction

In recent years, using online intermediaries such as social media, news aggregators, and search engines to access and read news online has become increasingly common, while direct access to news publishers has become less important. However, a global survey showed that 62 percent of online news consumers believe that they’ve seen misinformation online weekly.

Indeed, social media platforms’ propensity to reward the sharing of engaging content without regard to whether or not it is factual has created a digital environment rife with misleading and false information. As users chase virality, misinformation gets amplified on these platforms and fact-checkers cannot keep up. By the time this content can be fact-checked, it will have already gotten its maximum engagement.

What can be done to ensure that high-quality, independent journalism—instead of misinformation and clickbait—can still attract public attention when news dissemination is increasingly mediated by digital platforms? Several groups are now trying to solve this challenge by developing and promoting digital markers, akin to nutrition labels, that signify reliability and credibility of news online.

The stakes are high. Online misinformation and disinformation are polluting public discourse in countries around the world and posing a fundamental challenge to democratic politics and social stability. But any effort to combat false information and propaganda must also strike a balance with the right to freedom of expression.

This balancing act can be especially delicate in countries where governments use the threat of false information as a pretense to exercise greater control over the information space and attack independent, critical journalism.

Throughout history, journalism has set itself apart from other types of content by adhering to rigorous professional codes of ethics. Editor guilds, journalist associations, and media councils, among other self-regulatory bodies, have long emphasized this adherence, giving journalism a distinct identity. Such codes can be found published in various forms. They vary from country to country, but generally converge around commonly held journalistic norms such as transparency, accountability, quality, and editorial independence.

Online misinformation and disinformation are polluting public discourse in countries around the world and posing a fundamental challenge to democratic politics and social stability. But any effort to combat false information and propaganda must also strike a balance with the right to freedom of expression.
Such codes of ethics, however, have become increasingly irrelevant in a digitally mediated news environment. Social media algorithms remain almost entirely agnostic to content quality, partly because “engagement” translates into profitability and because platforms have eschewed editorial liability. While governments and regulators mull over how to work with social media and search engines to provide diverse, trustworthy news to the public, the media industry is attempting to address the problem from within through digital news trust initiatives—a digital solution to a digital problem.

These news trust initiatives refer to online tools that provide standards and indicators, developed for and by journalists and news organizations, that identify, categorize, and label news organizations based on those standards. “Trust” is the key word in these initiatives. Readers, platforms, advertisers, and news outlets must trust that these initiatives can fairly distinguish news from other content online. At the same time, trust is often vaguely defined and open to subjective interpretations, making it difficult to assess and benchmark. The task is fraught with challenges that news trust initiatives are aiming to solve. Many of these initiatives are relatively new, and largely untested in emerging democracies. But proponents of the approach claim that, if they get it right, they can simultaneously strengthen revenues for news outlets by drawing audiences to trustworthy journalism, and improve the health of digital news ecosystems by identifying false information online.

Readers, platforms, advertisers, and news outlets must trust that these initiatives can fairly distinguish news from other content online. At the same time, trust is often vaguely defined and open to subjective interpretations, making it difficult to assess and benchmark.
How Trust Was Lost Online

Online intermediaries have profoundly changed how news is produced and distributed and have established themselves as key gateways to journalism online. Historically, there was a “push” model, where news outlets were gatekeepers for what audiences could access. The digital sphere introduced a “pull” model, in which audiences were given greater ability to pick and choose the news content they consume.

The online news environment, however, is more push and less pull as users’ choices are guided by search engine and social media algorithms, which create carefully curated and personalized digital environments. Through these new forms of algorithmic gatekeeping, online platforms have intruded upon a process once dominated by journalists and editors. As the popularity of these services has grown, so has their importance within the news ecosystem. They now directly influence several key stages of the supply chain for news, ranging from production and curation of content to distribution, discovery, and monetization.

People are increasingly bypassing direct access to news through news websites and apps in favor of curated news content on social media. In fact, this trend reached a tipping point in 2022, with social media access surging ahead of direct access to news via news apps and websites in many countries (see Figure 1). This has strengthened the gatekeeping power of social media and search engine companies, while weakening the control that news outlets have in terms of who consumes their content.

Although more and more users get their news online, trust in information from online sources is generally low. According to the Reuters Institute’s project “Trust in News,” there is a trust gap between “general news” and “news accessed online.” This phenomenon means that trustworthy news outlets risk undermining their brand “by association” as people come across their content on social media feeds that also offer a variety of other types of entertainment and information content, including sometimes mis- or disinformation.

Online intermediaries have made the creation and dissemination of mis- and disinformation not only easy and cheap, but also increasingly viral. By rewarding engagement and sensationalism over quality and professionalism, they have exacerbated the rapid and rampant explosion of not only mis- and disinformation, but also politically
polarizing news and propaganda. To address this, social media platforms and search companies have created trust and safety teams, partnered with fact-checking organizations, and taken other steps to snuff out the most harmful and egregious forms of disinformation. Nonetheless, the problem shows little sign of abating. Thus, in many countries, concerns about the quality of information and news online are at the forefront for news providers, researchers, policymakers, and civil society.

The growing role of online intermediaries as gateways to news has also significantly impacted the business models of news organizations. On the one hand, social media, search engines, and news aggregators can help reach large audiences. On the other hand, they also “siphon off a substantial amount of advertising revenues in the process.” The demographic and behavioral targeting techniques that these intermediaries offer are irresistible for most online advertisers. However, despite the growth of the digital ad market, those revenues do not generally flow to publishers. On the contrary, social media platforms and search engines get the lion’s share of online advertising revenues. For example, Google and Meta capture more than half of digital advertising revenue.

On the one hand, social media, search engines, and news aggregators can help reach large audiences. On the other hand, they also “siphon off a substantial amount of advertising revenues in the process.”

Figure 1. Proportion of Gateways to Online News (2018–2022)

Note: This figure shows the responses of surveyed individuals across all markets covered by the report.

**Question 10a:** “Thinking about how you got news online (via computer, mobile, or any device) in the last 3 weeks, which of these was the **MAIN** way in which you came across news? Base: All markets 2018–22 and total sample in each market (n = 2000). The number of markets grew from 37 in 2018 to 46 in 2021–22.

In 2022, 84 percent of digital advertising spending was placed using programmatic advertising, which uses data insights and algorithms to serve ads to specific kinds of audiences across websites. While programmatic advertising allows for advertising at scale targeted to specific demographics, it also means that brands have much less control over where their ads appear. This can expose brands to risk as their ads might be placed on sites that do not align with their values.

Programmatic advertising also drains money away from reputable news outlets. In 2021, $2.6 billion of the global programmatic advertising spend was directed to websites that repeatedly posted false and misleading content.

Amid the often meager revenues that programmatic advertising provides for most news outlets, many publishers have increased their efforts to get audiences to pay for content online through subscriptions, memberships, or donations. This, however, has not made up for their advertising losses. In fact, the decline of advertising revenue and the dominance of a handful of digital platforms increasingly endangers the sustainability of most independent news organizations.

It is clear that these are difficult times for news providers, and structural solutions are still lacking.

Several digital news trust initiatives have emerged in response to the decline in trust in news, the rise of mis- and disinformation online, the shift in gatekeeping power from editors to platforms, and the drop in advertising revenues for independent journalism. This report highlights three initiatives—The Trust Project, NewsGuard, and the Journalism Trust Initiative (JTI)—that aim to address these issues by establishing a global set of journalistic standards.

While these initiatives differ in important ways all aim to:

- Help users navigate the online news environment by evaluating and labeling news outlets that adhere to internationally accepted journalistic standards
- Potentialize the prioritization of trustworthy news outlets by generating machine-readable signals that online intermediary services can take into account for algorithmic content curation
- Improve revenue generation by promoting trustworthy news outlets to audiences and advertisers

One such initiative is The Trust Project, which started in 2014. This international consortium of news organizations developed a set of Trust Indicators® to encourage transparency about outlets’ processes.
and who owns them so users can make informed decisions about their news consumption. Another approach that utilizes a rating system is NewsGuard, a company founded in 2018 that assesses the trustworthiness of news sites through its “trust ratings.” NewsGuard seeks to provide users with the context they need to make their own judgments about the reliability of news sources. The Journalism Trust Initiative, which was launched in 2019, is another industry initiative that has developed a self-regulatory mechanism that enables news outlets to verify their compliance with journalistic best practices through an independent audit and earn a JTI certificate.

These three initiatives, if they were to be scaled up to the global level and used by key stakeholders, including platforms and advertisers, could make content produced by legitimate news outlets more visible, while diluting mis- and disinformation online. Theoretically, this would create a virtuous cycle in which the higher visibility of trustworthy news providers could also increase clicks and readership, and potentially lead to more advertising revenues. The ultimate goal of these digital news trust initiatives is to foster healthier and more sustainable news ecosystems online. This is easier said than done.

How do they distinguish “trustworthy” news from other kinds of content online? Are these initiatives capable of operating at a global scale, across vastly different country contexts, while safeguarding the trust and legitimacy of the process? Do these initiatives have the potential to truly deliver the impact they promise on news around the world? These questions are fundamental to understanding the broader value of these efforts and the ways they might help improve the conditions that affect the viability of news media globally.
How Trust Initiatives Seek to Shape Online News Systems

Digital news trust approaches aim to support independent, trustworthy media online by setting benchmarks that can differentiate them from the overabundance of untrustworthy information. However, each initiative differs in terms of the practical solutions designed to achieve this goal.

The Trust Project combines the use of its Trust Indicators with a collaborative approach aimed at helping news providers achieve those benchmarks and earn a Trust Mark. NewsGuard focuses on digital media literacy for users by providing an external and independent assessment of news organizations and a labeling system that helps audiences make informed reading choices that contribute to a healthy news diet, akin to the nutrition labels used in the food industry. Finally, the Journalism Trust Initiative takes a more institutional route by setting industry-wide self-regulatory standards for news media, which are translated into machine-readable codes that, ideally, advertisers and platforms can use to inform their ad placement strategies and content curation and moderation practices.

Collaborative Approaches to Trust Indicators and Media Development

In 2014, The Trust Project was the first initiative to coin the notion of Trust Indicators based on professional journalistic norms and apply Trust Marks to news outlets that can help users easily recognize more trusted and high-quality news online.27 The Trust Project is a nonprofit, charitable organization based in Pacifica, California. The organization has been funded by Craig Newmark Philanthropies, Google, the Democracy Fund, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, Facebook, and the Markkula Foundation. The philanthropic support it receives means that it never charges news outlets to participate in the evaluation process or to display a Trust Project label.

According to The Trust Project’s philosophy, change cannot be achieved solely through a rating system, but requires a more collaborative and comprehensive approach.28 This is why the initiative’s main goal is to help each partner organization achieve high standards by offering dedicated trainings and expert support.29 Thus, it is not simply about assessment and compliance, but about the improvements that news organizations can make to be more transparent and accountable in their editorial, management, and financing processes.

These three initiatives, if they were to be scaled up to the global level and used by key stakeholders, including platforms and advertisers, could make content produced by legitimate news outlets more visible, while diluting mis- and disinformation online.
The Trust Project operates as a consortium of news outlets that voluntarily sign up for an evaluation with the intent to improve their practices where needed and establish themselves as “trustworthy” journalism. Once a news outlet applies for the Trust Indicators, it undergoes an eligibility review. Once the outlet passes the review, it becomes part of a cohort that works with The Trust Project’s team to implement the indicators. The team provides the cohort training and guidance to achieve the expected accountability and quality.

When a news outlet is able to respect all principles set out by The Trust Project, it officially becomes a participant in the consortium and is able to use the Trust Mark logo (FIGURE 2). The logo publicly showcases the organization’s commitment to transparency, accuracy, inclusion, and fairness, so that the public can ideally make more informed news choices. As of June 2023, The Trust Project has signed up more than 275 websites across 10 countries.

Throughout the years, it has refined such training programs, developing a standard protocol and documentation package that is available only to news partners. In 2016, The Trust Project launched its Projeto Credibilidade chapter, which offers the same training packages and solutions in Portuguese to better serve the Brazilian news sector. While the general protocol and approach is the same, the type of assistance these initiatives provide to newsrooms can be adapted to the specific needs of each organization. In May 2021, the chapter merged into the parent organization, which is now operating directly in Brazil.

The Trust Project leverages a user-facing and machine-readable labeling system to incentivize transparency and accountability among news providers. While the Trust Indicators are publicly available, the evaluation process is confidential to encourage open dialogue and improvement.
process is not fully transparent to outsiders. Only the final evaluation of approved news providers is publicly accessible. However, even though the public does not see the scores, information on the methods news partners use to uphold the standards are publicly available. Furthermore, only successful partners are publicly announced. The project doesn’t single out untrustworthy news sources or disclose those that applied but did not manage to earn the Trust Mark.

**External Labels of Trustworthiness and Media Literacy**

Unlike The Trust Project, NewsGuard’s labeling systems are based on an independent evaluation of news outlets, providing a ranking system intended to signal both trustworthy and untrustworthy sources. The solution offered is centered on a combination of consumer-focused labeling and an evaluation method that is driven by expert assessment.

The NewsGuard browser extension was developed by NewsGuard Technologies, a for-profit corporation founded in 2018 and headquartered in New York. Initial investors included the Knight Foundation and the Publicis Groupe, a French multinational advertising and public relations company. NewsGuard does not charge the news outlets that it rates but generates revenue by charging social media platforms and search engines, among others, to license its ratings to include in their feeds and search results.

The NewsGuard Nutrition Label was developed to increase users’ media literacy and enable them to make more informed choices while browsing online for news content. NewsGuard’s Nutrition Label assigns outlets a score of 0–100 points based on nine criteria of journalistic practice and provides an explanation of the review. It is designed to inform people about the quality of news they consume through online search engines or social media. This approach builds on the tendency of people to rely on mental shortcuts, providing behavioral nudges that can potentially impact their decisions. As of June 2023, NewsGuard has applied its ratings to 8,934 websites across nine countries.

The intention is to help users distinguish reliable news sources from mis- and disinformation online and nudge them to access more trustworthy news sources. Theoretically, in the short-term, these rating systems could lower exposure to mis- and disinformation by reducing the likelihood that individuals click on misleading or unreliable sources of information. In the long-term, repeated exposure to indicators and ratings of trustworthiness could teach users to determine whether a news outlet is reliable and engender trust in news sources that adhere to high professional standards.
To achieve such behavioral changes, NewsGuard embeds its source-level indicators of news reliability into users’ search engine results pages, social feeds, and visited URLs. These indicators are used to assess selected news outlets and provide an overall rating of green (generally trustworthy) or red (generally untrustworthy). The traffic light system helps people instantly recognize whether a source is trustworthy. The Nutrition Label provides a longer review and includes additional information and context on the news source, such as who is behind the site, what kind of content it publishes, and why it received its rating.

While the ultimate solution is a machine-readable code to be used in platforms’ automated processes, behind each label there is an independent assessment process carried out by NewsGuard’s editorial team. Broadly, this assessment process involves several stages of work. It starts with an in-depth analysis conducted by the NewsGuard analyst team, which assesses the website and its content (often this is done historically, and not just looking at the most recent content) against the nine criteria and informs the first draft of the Nutrition Label. This draft is then shared with the website’s proprietor to seek comments and feedback. The score and Nutrition Label are then reviewed and fact-checked by NewsGuard senior editors to complete the assessment before publishing the result. Finally, NewsGuard periodically reviews and updates its score and rating of each website where necessary.

News organizations have the right to provide feedback on the proposed rating during the evaluation process. According to NewsGuard Co-CEO

Figure 3. NewsGuard’s Red and Green Rating Labels and an Example of the Score Rating

Note: A website is rated green if it generally adheres to basic standards of credibility and transparency; if the site adheres to all nine criteria, it is noted in the more detailed rating, alongside any important exceptions among the criteria. A website is rated red if it generally fails to meet basic standards of credibility and transparency. It is also noted in the Nutrition Label if the site failed to meet several of the nine criteria, or whether it severely violates journalistic standards by failing to meet an especially significant number of criteria. NewsGuard also provides two additional labels for satire and platforms that are not discussed in this report as they are not within the scope of this research.

Gordon Crovitz, once the outlets have been rated, they are able to work with NewsGuard analysts to improve their journalistic practices based on the nine criteria and to improve their scores. NewsGuard claims that an unfavorable review can be an incentive for a news organization to improve its practices, but unsolicited ratings of this nature also run the risk of backlash from news outlets that score poorly.

Information labels come with limitations. Ultimately, they rely on users’ abilities and willingness to change their behaviors, and research suggests that audiences are not easily swayed by labels. Even though the NewsGuard label can provide cues, which have been shown to be associated with increased source credibility, in the current polarized and partisan online environment, “relatively subtle contextual information may not be a sufficiently powerful prod to shift perceptions of source credibility.”

Furthermore, NewsGuard’s rating is visible only to users who download and subscribe to a paid monthly service to use its browser extension. As a result, it exacerbates existing digital inequalities by excluding those who are less tech savvy and those who are unable or unwilling to pay for a monthly membership.

**Self-Regulatory Standards**

Launched in 2019, JTI is a collaborative standard-setting process that established the first European technical standards for journalists and media outlets. The self-regulatory mechanism that JTI has helped create is designed to promote trustworthy journalism using clear and objective standards of transparency, accountability, and independence for news outlets. JTI combines the use of machine-readable benchmarks of quality, trustworthiness, and independence for media outlets with self-assessment and voluntary processes that invite interested organizations to comply with such standards and earn the JTI certificate.

JTI is operated by Reporters Without Borders (RSF), an international nonprofit based in Paris that promotes and defends the freedom, independence, and pluralism of journalism worldwide. JTI received funding from the European Commission, the Craig Newmark Philanthropies, the National Endowment for Democracy, and Agence Française de Développement (AFD). RSF has been, alongside AFD and the European Broadcasting Union, a convener for the standardization workshop that led to the creation of JTI, but RSF has since taken charge of the implementation of such standards. The application and compliance of the certifiers with JTI’s standards is then surveyed by third-party auditors and recognized accreditors, such as Deloitte.
The set of certifiable technical standards developed by JTI applies to media outlets themselves—defined by JTI as those entities that produce and disseminate journalistic content—which self-assess their editorial processes and increase their transparency to gain the JTI certification mark (see FIGURE 4).

While increasing users’ awareness of their news consumption is one of its objectives, the focus is on providing a standard-setting instrument that could be incorporated into social media platforms and search engines, and integrated with online advertising systems. To achieve systemic change, JTI openly calls on industry and policy actors, such as advertisers, platforms, and regulatory authorities, to support news organizations that comply with its standards.

Advertisers could use JTI standards to responsibly allocate funds and financially support media that uphold norms of trustworthy journalism, which could limit the monetization of mis- and disinformation online. Social media platforms could integrate the JTI machine-readable indicators in their curation and prioritization processes to identify and surface more “authoritative sources of information online.” However, to date no such integration of JTI indicators into social media curation practices has occurred.

For even more structural change to take place, these standards could also be used to inform self-regulation or co-regulation to support trustworthy news. Self-regulatory bodies in the news industry could, for instance, prompt their members to comply with standards like JTI’s, or be assessed by companies like NewsGuard. An example of a co-regulatory approach in this area is the European Strengthened Code of Practice on Disinformation. The code encourages platforms and advertisers to use standards like JTI’s and other trustworthiness indicators to help users distinguish between reliable and unreliable news, as well as boost the exposure and monetization of reliable news while removing and demonetizing unreliable sources.

JTI is the result of a lengthy multistakeholder consultation process that discussed and agreed on a set of principles, which was finally approved through the official European Committee for Standardization (Comité Européen de Normalisation; CEN) protocol as a self-regulatory code for the news sector. Even though these are European criteria, news organizations outside of Europe can apply for certification. As a result, it is a system that is free from governmental oversight, but depends on self-evaluations and outside audits.

This more institutionalized approach to promoting reliable journalism has the potential to develop into a reward system that
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can encourage best practices among news organizations, boost the online visibility of reliable news, and generate more traffic, reach, and advertising revenue for them. Given the self-regulatory nature of this instrument, it is pivotal that the assessment and accreditation processes remain independent and auditable to guarantee that self-regulatory mechanisms are implemented through fair and accountable frameworks. To do so, news outlets that seek to be certified first have to conduct a self-evaluation based on JTI’s criteria and publish a transparency report with the results. Second, they must undergo an accreditation process conducted by a third-party surveyor, which controls the evidence and information provided by the organizations and ensures that they are complete, accurate, and aligned with the standards.

Compared with those for NewsGuard and The Trust Project, the accreditation and certification through JTI and the third-party audits constitute a lengthier, more complex, and more costly process, but they are aimed at providing a transparent and accountable way of establishing and recognizing best practices in the sector. To support interested media outlets, JTI provides tools and support to enable them to voluntarily self-evaluate their editorial procedures, publish the findings, and undergo independent audits. As of May 2023, JTI has had 589 news outlets sign up to start the certification process, 64 transparency reports published, and 16 organizations complete the process.

Although their methods differ, these initiatives share a long-term goal of building trust in the online news ecosystem by enhancing the reach and profitability of high-quality news outlets. In this sense, these solutions are not incompatible or unrelated. On the contrary, they represent a variety of potentially complementary solutions to the pressing challenges that independent news organizations face around the world.

Figure 4. JTI Certification Mark


Compared with those for NewsGuard and The Trust Project, the accreditation and certification through JTI and the third-party audits constitute a lengthier, more complex, and more costly process.
These three initiatives all began by adopting a principles-based approach to answering these questions, informed by existing professional journalism norms and relevant audience and academic research. However, JTI and The Trust Project applied a principles-based approach to defining their standards and indicators by applying them to organizational processes and journalistic practices rather than labeling or ranking individual articles. In other words, JTI and The Trust Project neither assess nor evaluate individual content, but they rely on the assumption that if news media have the appropriate and transparent principles guiding their systems and processes, they will tend to produce and distribute news content that is well-sourced, reliable, and respects high journalistic standards.

NewsGuard presents a hybrid content- and principles-based approach. While the final score and Nutrition Label apply to the whole organization—so it is not a “quality label” that evaluates individual articles or journalists—some of NewsGuard’s criteria require an evaluation of individual pieces of content published by the assessed organizations. For instance, to assess whether a website “does not repeatedly publish false content” (criteria 1) or “avoids deceptive headlines” (criteria 5), the analyst and editorial team of NewsGuard review content and articles published by the organization. To do so, they conduct both an in-house investigation of sources, which combines the use of automated detection of content that was already flagged as containing false information by existing fact-checking networks and an internal analysis of such content. In this sense, it is a hybrid approach since the application of NewsGuard criteria involves an evaluation of content but the overall assessment and ranking applies to the organization as a whole and not individual journalists or articles.

Applying labels to news organizations, rather than on individual journalists or articles, could reduce the risk of interfering with internal content policies, which are under their editorial responsibility.64 It remains the responsibility of news outlets to categorize, curate, prioritize, and rank their own content as they see fit and not based on external indicators.

Using criteria that assess the governance of news organizations, their transparency, and their independence could lead to more accountable practices that respect the editorial responsibility and freedom of these organizations, while prompting them to improve their professional norms and practices.
or standards. Applying “quality labels” to individual content or articles is perceived by these initiatives, as well as by institutions like the Council of Europe, as a potential threat to news outlets’ editorial freedom.\textsuperscript{55} Using criteria that assess the governance of news organizations, their transparency, and their independence could lead to more accountable practices that respect the editorial responsibility and freedom of these organizations, while prompting them to improve their professional norms and practices. Adding a fact-checking aspect to this, like NewsGuard does, can provide additional and more granular insights into the kinds of content published, but it is also costly and time consuming, and it partially overlaps with the work that existing fact-checking networks and communities are doing in this sphere.

Within this context, the question of how to define trustworthiness is answered in slightly different ways by each digital trust initiative, as evidenced by the sets of criteria they use to evaluate a news organization.

The Trust Project has eight indicators that news organizations must adhere to in order to gain a Trust Mark.\textsuperscript{56} The indicators cover a broad range of characteristics, from the ownership and funding structure of the organization to more specific information on their journalistic practices including data-gathering sources, fact-checking, impartiality, representation of diverse voices, and audience engagement. These criteria are meant to identify high-quality journalistic practices in the sector and reward them. Thus, the objective is to ensure that each news partner that earns a Trust Mark shows independence, accountability, and transparency in its journalistic practices, and this is done by evaluating the organization on the basis of eight criteria and related attributes.\textsuperscript{67} For instance, when it comes to the “best practices” criteria, The Trust Project assesses whether the news organization uses guidelines to protect “honest and independent reporting,” whether its mission and priorities are publicly available, and who funds and owns it. For the final evaluation, each criterion is equally weighed since news partners must comply with all Trust Indicators and their various attributes and requirements to gain the Trust Mark.

Broadly based on similar principles and informed by the Trust Indicators,\textsuperscript{68} NewsGuard developed nine indicators,\textsuperscript{69} and each criterion is broken down into more specific indicators that evaluate:

- How a site gathers and presents information
- Whether it regularly fact-checks its content or if it repeatedly reports or publishes content that has been found to be false
- The levels of transparency around ownership, funding, and types of content, differentiating between advertising, news, and opinion
- The accountability and accuracy of the sources and whether the site provides accurate and diverse viewpoints to its audiences.

JTI has developed the most detailed and advanced set of indicators. The criteria are grouped under two sections, namely “identity and transparency” and “professionalism and accountability,” which are then divided into 17 subcategories that outline a more detailed code of conduct compared with NewsGuard’s and The Trust Project’s indicators. These 17 subcategories encompass a wide range of criteria intended to reflect what independent, transparent, and accountable news outlets should look like. The “identity and transparency” section includes, among other things, requirements around disclosure of ownership, management, and editorial teams, while the section on “professionalism and accountability” refers to criteria such as accuracy, fact-checking practices, diversity of sources, internal and external accountability mechanisms, and training in the newsroom.

Each subcategory then presents a list of examples of how news outlets could fulfill such criteria. For instance, to fulfill the accuracy criteria, a news outlet should not simply provide information about its fact-checking practices, but also indicate how data are gathered and treated, where they are sourced, how editorial processes are reviewed, and what the roles of editorial and automated curation and dissemination processes are within the organization. Accountability is defined as both internal and external, referring to internal editorial processes and complaint-handling systems, as well as external oversight mechanisms such as an ombudsperson, press or media council, or statutory regulator.

While transparency, accountability, and accuracy are criteria used by all three initiatives, standards related to independence and diversity, which are typically associated with public interest news by international institutions and policymakers, are explicitly included only in JTI and The Trust Project, where independence is a requirement to apply and be considered for the respective certification and Trust Mark.

While transparency, accountability, and accuracy are criteria used by all three initiatives, standards related to independence and diversity, which are typically associated with public interest news by international institutions and policymakers, are explicitly included only in JTI and The Trust Project, where independence is a requirement to apply and be considered for the respective certification and Trust Mark. Furthermore, only JTI and The Trust Project explicitly mention diversity as a core benchmarking criteria, which refers to the provision of content that reflects diverse sources, viewpoints, and perspectives. Independence from political, corporate, or other centers of power is another important aspect of trustworthy news media for JTI. Independent reporting is also a requirement for news outlets seeking to join The Trust Project. NewsGuard, however, does not include independence as one of its indicators.
There is not yet a commonly agreed-upon set of criteria that can be used to define “trustworthy” or “public interest” news media. Even criteria that seem to be commonly shared can be defined, operationalized, and evaluated in different ways. For instance, NewsGuard is the only initiative that provides a hierarchy among these criteria through a weighted system. Based on this weighted system, the most important criterion is the lack of false content, followed by the presence of responsible and accurate reporting of information, while transparency of ownership, financing, and management structures are each individually valued less than accuracy and fact-checking. These differences raise questions as to the ability of these projects to resolve a definitional quandary that is normatively weighted and implies nebulous conceptions of trustworthiness. However, this is not a new challenge. The news industry has always struggled with such debates, which are simultaneously cultural, political, and social. Despite the fact that these digital news trust initiatives seek to provide innovative solutions for online news ecosystems, their core definitional challenges have long existed in news production.
The Challenge of Global Scale for Online Trust Indicators

Each of these initiatives claims to provide internationally applicable benchmarks and standards for trustworthy news, but none of them is truly global—not yet. Each of the three initiatives described in this report was developed mainly in Europe and the United States. They will face challenges in extending their influence, particularly in the diverse circumstances of emerging democracies and developing economies. Will local, national, and regional news providers seize on these initiatives to promote systemic change? And will key industry stakeholders such as advertisers and platforms respond favorably around the globe?

Uptake by News Outlets

Several obstacles are likely to emerge as trust initiatives expand. First, the financial incentives for news publishers are not clear, since the link between increased website traffic and increased revenue is uncertain. Second, some aspects of their standards may be ill-suited for news outlets operating in authoritarian regimes with repressive media systems, and questions remain on whether the standards will be viewed as universally legitimate. Finally, news outlets in emerging democracies and developing economies are frequently operating with limited resources. Ensuring that trust certificates, such as the ones bestowed by The Trust Project and JTI, remain inclusive of small, independent outlets will likely have resource implications.

Representatives from The Trust Project, NewsGuard, and JTI argue that, based on their experiences, their criteria can be universal, and that demand for this approach exists around the world. Since its inception, The Trust Project has worked collaboratively with local and national media organizations across 13 countries: Canada, the United States, Panama, Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Germany, Greece, Italy, Spain, and Hong Kong. Building on this experience, they launched the Projeto Credibilidade chapter, the Brazilian version of The Trust Project, which was created in response to the positive feedback and requests received from news outlets in Brazil. While the trainings need to be adapted to the national context and specific needs of each organization, the indicators and protocols appear to be applicable in a variety of countries.

Similarly, NewsGuard has applied their nine criteria in Ukraine and Venezuela, which shows promise in terms of the ability to scale up
and extend this initiative beyond the United States and Western Europe. JTI is using different engagement and reach strategies by establishing collaborations with auditing bodies in different countries, like the Alliance for Audited Media in the United States, and allowing nongovernmental organizations to become auditors. There has also been significant support in Europe. In October 2022, the foreign ministers of Andorra, Bulgaria, Czechia, Estonia, France, Greece, Iceland, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Slovakia, and Slovenia signed a declaration that included language supporting JTI and encouraging other countries to do the same. To further expand the pool of certifiable organizations, RSF and JTI will make more grants available to news outlets around the world to support them and partially cover the costs of the external audit process.

The efforts made so far by these trust initiatives point to important investments in training and partnerships that can help adapt their methodologies to contexts around the world. The success of those partnerships will depend on their ability to foster local ownership and legitimacy in these initiatives.

**Trust Indicators in Content Moderation and Prioritization Practices**

The level of engagement between these initiatives and online platforms has varied significantly. In their content policies and guidelines, social media platforms and search engines have developed definitions of concepts like “quality,” “trustworthiness,” “public interest,” and “authoritativeness.” In these processes, some of them have consulted and engaged with The Trust Project, NewsGuard, and JTI. One of the objectives of providing machine-readable solutions—like the two rating systems and the standards certifications of these three initiatives—is to ensure that their solutions can be applied on every platform that functions as a gateway to news online. This goal has not yet been fully realized, and strategies vary depending on the initiative and social media company.

The Trust Project, for instance, was able to informally engage with Alphabet, Meta, and Microsoft, which now appear to be relying on the Trust Indicators for their own ranking systems and content curation and moderation practices. Google News uses the Trust Indicators in its systems in various ways, while Facebook uses the Trust Indicators in its process to index news pages, which could qualify indexed pages for policies and programs that benefit news publishers. In 2017, Facebook also tested a feature allowing publishers to display Trust Indicators through an icon that would appear in posts linking...
to news articles, which users can tap to see more information on the publisher.\textsuperscript{89} Similarly, Bing uses the Trust Indicator labels to display whether an article is news, opinion, or analysis, providing information that people need to understand an article’s context.\textsuperscript{90} While these are steps in the right direction, the approach is still fragmented and lacks transparency.

NewsGuard has maintained a more commercially oriented approach in establishing strategic relations with tech companies. For instance, it has successfully established a partnership with Microsoft, which has now integrated the NewsGuard browser extension into Microsoft Edge, offering its users this service at no extra cost.\textsuperscript{91} However, others, particularly social media platforms, have been reluctant to pursue this route.\textsuperscript{92}

Finally, JTI has also engaged with key stakeholders at a more institutional and regulatory level. Since its launch, JTI has called for more structural interventions to support trustworthy news organizations and curb the gatekeeping power of tech companies and their intermediary services. In addition to news consumers and producers, its standards are aimed toward social media and search platforms that can use the JTI data to index and promote trusted news sources. The core problem JTI is trying to address is that online platforms tend to amplify the extremes—sensationalism, rumors, hate, and falsehoods. In this environment, public interest journalism can be unfairly disadvantaged, losing reputation, reach, and revenue—“that logic needs to be reversed.”\textsuperscript{93}

In JTI’s view, indicators and standards alone cannot reverse the logic if they are not adopted by those that control distribution, curation, and discovery of content online.\textsuperscript{94} This was highlighted in the 2022 European Strengthened Code of Practice on Disinformation, which encourages platforms to combine content removal or de-prioritization alongside increasing the visibility of news sources that uphold high professional norms and conform with existing international standards, like those of the JTI.\textsuperscript{95}

However, in moving from self-regulatory standards to co-regulatory frameworks, which combine media self-regulation with state regulation, it is important to consider the potential unwanted consequences of these interventions. Singling out specific organizations without having the right transparency, accountability, and external auditing mechanisms could create distortions in media markets. Likewise, government or political interference could weaponize labeling systems, negatively impacting media pluralism, media freedom, and freedom of expression online.\textsuperscript{96}
Potential Changes in the Distribution of Advertising Revenues

Although advertising remains a fundamental yet declining source of revenue for news providers, these digital news trust initiatives have had limited success to date with advertisers, despite efforts to engage with this stakeholder group.

JTI has called for advertisers to use its standards to financially support more trusted sources. The initiative recommends that advertisers strengthen their brand safety by reducing the risk of being associated with mis- or disinformation and by aligning their spending and investments with JTI-conforming news sources.97 NewsGuard has applied a more business-oriented approach by offering another product called BrandGuard, which uses the Nutrition Label and a rating system to help advertisers, agencies, and ad-tech companies make decisions adhering to its standards for advertising on credible news sites and avoid misinformation sources.98 This product was particularly successful during the COVID-19 pandemic thanks to strategic partnerships with advertising agencies like Publicis Groupe99 and IPG Mediabrands.100 On top of this, it also launched Responsible Advertising for News Segments in 2022 to further help agencies and brands advertise on high-quality news sources and to increase the uptake among advertisers.101

Another promising approach to getting brands on board with channeling advertising to trustworthy media outlets is Ads for News, which curates a whitelist of trustworthy news sites to make it easier for brands to advertise with trusted local news media. However, unlike The Trust Project, NewsGuard, and JTI, Ads for News does not include a public-facing label or generate a machine-readable code that could be used for algorithmic boosting by online platforms.

Public information on whether advertisers are using JTI standards or Trust Marks to make their investment decisions is still limited, as are the revenue impacts for news outlets. However, the use of NewsGuard’s products—especially BrandGuard and Misinformation Fingerprints, an initiative using artificial intelligence to recognize false narratives online and block ads from appearing on misinformation sites—have had a higher take-up among advertisers that work to reduce programmatic advertising spent on mis- and disinformation.102 For instance, in 2020, NewsGuard worked with one of its large advertising clients to identify 1,259 trustworthy news and information sites to advertise on, and helped a major advertiser avoid seven million impressions on mis- and disinformation sites.103
Furthermore, in its efforts to support the brand safety of agencies and advertisers, NewsGuard has also announced the expansion of its rating and Nutrition Label to TV news and news podcasts. While this has the potential to guide advertisers’ spending toward more trustworthy and reliable content, it also means that NewsGuard is moving even more into content quality labels, rather than principles-based approaches that assess organizational systems and processes.

Though these efforts can reduce the monetization of dis- and misinformation, while financially rewarding trustworthy news outlets, additional assessments are still needed to quantify their impacts and better understand whether they positively impact media sustainability in the digital sphere in the long-term. Ultimately, these initiatives are still in their infancy, and it might be too early to see whether they can have a positive economic impact for news providers at national, local, and international levels.

These digital news trust initiatives have had limited success to date with advertisers, despite efforts to engage with this stakeholder group.
Conclusions

Digital trust initiatives strive to address complex problems and have multiple goals: from empowering users, to improving journalistic practices, to driving audiences and revenues to trusted news sources—and they cannot achieve such goals alone. Bolstering trustworthy news outlets and the content they produce in the digital information ecosystem is no easy undertaking.

It entails interfacing with a diverse set of stakeholders—readers, journalists, news organizations, platforms, and advertisers—all of whom have distinct behaviors, goals, and incentives. Yet, the potential payback is immense if all the parts in this complex system can be aligned toward a similar objective.

Cooperation among these initiatives as well as with other key industry actors in this sector will be key. There are signs that such collaboration is underway. The JTI emergency protocol powered by NewsGuard aims to support news outlets at risk and will be tested for the first time in Ukraine later this year.\(^{106}\) It is a potentially promising example of how these initiatives can work together to help newsrooms around the world establish their credibility and transparency in times of crisis.

There are also indications of increased cooperation between these initiatives and tech companies. A recently launched project shows the potential for collaboration among multiple digital news trust initiatives and online platforms: the Microsoft Journalism Hub,\(^{107}\) a resource center built to connect the journalism community with tools, technology, services, and partner programs. Among its features, it includes NewsGuard’s indicator tools and offers support for JTI’s certification program.\(^{108}\)

Digital trust initiatives have set ambitious goals, but their ambitions for change at a global scale remain largely unproven as these efforts are still quite young. Additionally, the opacity of platforms’ content curation and moderation processes, and the lack of data on advertisers’ investment decisions, contributes to a dearth of concrete evidence on how these actors are actually using these indicators and standards—if they are using them at all. The extent to which these initiatives will gain broader traction is yet to be seen.

As these digital news trust initiatives expand globally—including in emerging democracies and developing economies—it is important to consider the local and national circumstances, which might not always be compatible with the solutions proposed by these projects or with the mechanisms they’re employing. While the ultimate goal is to draw more readership and potentially more revenue to trusted, high-quality news sources, it is still unclear the extent to which this will play out in a meaningful way in different news markets.
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